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2.THE FUNCTIONING OF PROSODIC another. At  the same time 
DYNAMIC MODEL OF PROSODY IN TH g UNITS structures serve as patterns 

SYSTEM OF SPEECH PRODUCTION E ? The specific function of pro- ( rules ) of grouping 
â sody in language is  to inte- microprosodemes and when op- 
f grate segmental units into posed to one another, form a 

A.  METLYUK ; larger segments on all the paradygm in each subsystem. 
î levels of speech production — Besides the elements and 

M the level o f  the syllable, structures as units of 
INSK STATE PED the word level and the ut te-  expression. the prosodic 

or pongxägOEÄfiääAägnTUTE rance level —, to transform a subsystem ( tonal in parti- 
segment into a unit of a high- cular ) contains semantemes 
er level and to differenti- i . e .  generalized meanings of 
ate segments. But the distinc- definitenesslindefiniteness. 
tive function is not charac- finality/nonfinality, comple- 

ABSTRACT system teristic of all the units and teness/incompleteness, etc.  
Th more com Îï°rdinat°d by the levels of prosodic hierarchy. The prosodic mechanism of 

e units of all the subsys- °°°iet B cated system ”men- In thése three functions pro— language is aimed at establi- 
tems.°f language, prosody in Which yi reality ” (  part of sodic units are qualified as shing relations between the 
paËtICUIar. are viewed in d t s language itself). unilateral units of expres- formal and the semantic units 
this paper as subprocesses or târermines the Position.struc- sion. of  prosody, i . e .  a t  the pro- 
operations in the complex the9 :nd functions °: ‘11 Unlike these. the prosodic duction of the prosodic 
speech production mechanism. systgn ts cf the Particular units of  the utterance ( e.g. structure of the utterance or 
Each Operation is determined lan a?” and subsystems °f tonemes, contouremes ) func- that of its meaningful part. 

Y i ts aim. so the hierarchy In 3 ge. tion as linguistic signs and, Utterance prosody is formed 
of the units follows the hie- retiurlexperimental and th°°' consequently,take part in the by the interaction of all the 
rarchy of  the aims. The ope- Brelca §tudieg °f English. production of both the formal prosodic subsystems. starting 

Eaälon? are reproduced repea— prosgâïs°1°n and Russian and the semantic structure of from the level of the syl- 
F le  1Y 1n the functioning of of th: units the Position the utterance. lable. and stands out as a 

g anguage, and the mechanism i t ,  Prosodic system and The interaction of  different polycomponental and poly- . of the relations of the units a Components ' temporal, subsystems of prosody in functional sign unit. 
remains invariable.irrespect— acgentual, rhythmic, tonal fulfilling the common The processual character of 
ive °f the functional state dfifi pausal subsYstems - is - communicative task is all the prosodic units is 
of the system. systzgd fas parallel to the determined by their identical conditioned by the syllable — 

( Contest ?nilater31 semantic structure on the one hand, the basic point of prosody. 

1 IN system f units and th’ and by the specific quality Due to the integrative 
L .  TRODUCTION units ° bilateral, sign and functions of their units. quality of i ts temporal com- 

anguage as a system of of on the horis‘mtfll plane on the other hand. Common to ponent ( syllablechroneme ) 
à speech Production is dynamic othspeeCh PrOduction, On th° all the subsystems is the i t  demonstrates the mechanism 

not only diachronically but r lîr hand 1t function, pa- - presence of  two types of  of  the interaction between 
synchronically as well; i t  n: el to the system Of Pho' units — elements ( micropro- phonemes and prosodemes. The 
changes the structural and a 3°” on the Vertical plane sodemes ) and structural syllable chroneme is the functional state of  i ts units 1ntt forms together with the complexes o f  elements or elementary unit of the tempo- 
in accordance with the ; er ' the hierarchy of " phonological syntagms " ral subsystem of prosody [ 2 ] .  
thOught °°ntent.commun1cative p analogical units Of lan- ( macroprosodemes ) . It forms macrOPrOSOdemes ' 
Puïport and the situation in îËage [11° The f i r s t  type includes temporal structures ( o f  words, 
"h1Ch the intercourse takes m present there is no acree- syllable chronemes,accentemes. rhythmic units, intonation Place. tânt among linguists as to tonemes. The second type is groups, utterances) and indi- 
The main factor that forms re set or distinguiflhlble represented by temporal. ac- cates the tempo of speech. 
language as a systemic object Eioaodic units and the ”91" centual. rhythmic and tonal The temporal (syllabic) 
is its function (81m).that is h°n°1 between them in the structures. The structures as structure of the word is 
the production of the text or :hîno ogical hierarchy, In syntagmatic units contain the transformed into the minimal 
the utterance, treated as a to sipaper I make an attempt rules of positional and combi- unit of the rhythmic subsys~ 
Ëlnimal text. In Other words g ve my interpret‘t10n Of natory variation of micro- tem - the rhythmic group - 
lt is the actualization anâ prosodic units as ”ell " -l prosodemes as well as the when rhythm is stress-timed. 
materialization of the ggneral presentation °! the variation caused by the inter- The new. temporal quality of  

thought content in a given sy::e;f1a proc°"“‘1 Prosodic action of one subsystem with rhythmic groups. as minimal 
s tuation. The aim of  the languagen the functioning of 
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units of utterance rhythm is 
their relative isochrony. 
which does not depend on the 
number o f  the syllables, 
whereas in the temporal struc- 
ture of words and rhythmic 
groups viewed as macroproso- 
demes this factor is signi- 
ficant. When rhythm is 
syllable-timed the syllable 
chroneme functions as a 
minimal unit. 
Actually. the rhythmic struc- 
ture is derived from the 
interaction of the temporal 
and accentual structures. 
The relations between the ac— 
centeme, the two parallel 
structures and the sign they 
constitute take the form of  a 
structural frame, or a cell 
in the general structure o f  
language, thus demonstrating 
the principle of  organization 
of a particular subsystem on 
the horizontal plane and the 
interpenetration of  adjacent 
subsystems on the vert ical 
plane.The number of  the cells 
on each level correlates 
with the number of the micro- 
prosodemes that take part in 
the production of  the sign 
unit. The higher the level. 
the larger the number of  
the prosodic units. 
So in the process of organi- 
zation of  the utterance the 
prosodemes of  a lower level 
( both elements and struc- 
tures ) provide a basis for 
the prosodemes of a higher 
level:  the syllable chroneme. 
as a measure o f  linguistic 
t ime, conditions the occurren- 
c e  o f  the accenteme; the ac— 
centeme initiates the toneme. 
Similar are the links between 
the structures o f  these uni ts,  
whereas the structures o f  one 
subsystem acquire the status 
o f  minimal units on each 
higher level .  A particular 
subsystem on each level  can 
therefore be regarded as a 
two - level subsystem with 

dynamic objects (Cf [ 3 ] ) .  

3 .  CONCLUSION 
The systemic description of 
prosody. i . e .  the functional, 
elementaristic and structural 
analyses combined make it 
possible to give a more 
precise presentation of 
prosodic hierarchy as: 1) a 
hierarchy of  the prosodic 
subsystems conditioned by the 
levels o f  speech production: 
2)  a hierarchy of the 
subsystems on each level of 
speech production: 3) a 
constitutive hierarchy of 
micro- and macro—prosodemes: 
4)  a subordinative hie- 
rarchy of  microprosodemes 
within macroprosodemes. 
Moreover. i t  permits to re- 
consider such linguistic prob- 
lems as speech segmentation. 
semantic structures,variant - 
invariant relations. 
The units of  the prosodic sys- 
tem as subprocesses in the 
complex mechanism of  speech 

production can be presented 
in the form of  algorhythms. 
which can be helpful in deal- 
ing with problems of applied 
linguistics. 
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